
The Guru is your All-Encompassing Vaporizing
Accessory
JUPITER, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,
January 26, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ --
The vape movement has been gaining
an incredible amount of momentum in
recent years. There are many clear
reasons why vaping is becoming a
favorite social activity for so many
people. Using a vaporizer is a natural,
medically beneficial way to enjoy the
flavor of your favorite products. Vaping is
a widely recognized substitute for
smoking and smoking ends lives. To cite
one example, Mitch Zeller the director of
the Food and Drug Administration’s
Center for Tobacco Products recently
stated that using noncombustible
products in place of cigarettes would be
very beneficial for our overall health.
When vaping the user does not use
combustion so products are heated at a
much lower temperature. The reason
why the lack of combustion is so
important is that vapers are still able to
receive all of the benefits of their favorite
blend. However no combustion means no
tars or toxins which come from the
smoke itself. This lack of dangerous
toxins eliminates the risk caused by
incredibly harmful carcinogens and other
nasty by-products. With the proliferation
of personal vaporizers, finding the best
all-in-one portable vaporizer is a very
important decision. The Guru by
NamasteVapes is that vaporizer.

The logical question is: what makes The
Guru stand out in the market. The
answer to that question is unmatched
technology and versatility. The Guru is a
premium loose leaf vaporizer but is also
compatible with all with all standard e-
liquid, wax and concentrate cartridges.
This allows vapers to connect The Guru
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to any cartridge or atomizer of their choice. This is an unprecedented statement for a personal
vaporizer. In short users can enjoy whatever they want wherever they want. This makes The Guru a
legitimately universal vaporizer for all dry herb aromatherapy, oils and concentrates and e-liquids. The
Guru was designed with a powerful and long lasting battery. The extended battery life is vital to
keeping The Guru a useful portable vaporizer. Vapers will not lose the freedom to enjoy their favorite
herbs or liquids because of a weak battery. The Guru does not require any cords or wires. In addition
The Guru uses pulse-width technology to maintain superior control of the heating chamber of the unit.
This represents a market-leading performance and control. For dry herbs The guru features a fully
ceramic chamber with an all glass vapor pathway and can reach its set temperature within 30-45
seconds. This level of performance is complimented by a temperature sensor which is installed
directly on the heating element. These temperature controls utilize a digital display which is very easy
to read and understand.

The Guru is the culmination of over a full year of development and design. Throughout this
development process the NamasteVapes (www.namastevapes.com) team drew from consumer and
vape community feedback. This is a portable vaporizer which is made by vapers and intended to give
vapers what they want. The end result is a premium loose leaf vaporizer specifically tailored to meet
the needs of this community. The Guru comes complete with a water tool attachment. Portable
vaporizers are both compact and lightweight and The Guru is no exception. This vaporizer uses an all
glass and ceramic vapor path. This path maintains a very pure and flavorful vapor by eliminating
exposure to any plastics or metals. Vaping is meant to be a social activity and with that in mind The
Guru acts as a very stylish accessory. The Guru comes in three different colors. Offering another
advantage over smoking, The Guru vapor omits only a very mild scent.

Users should remember that The Guru is more than just a quality vaporizer, it is a part of a modern
lifestyle. The NamasteVapes team intends to bow to the needs of their consumers and they have
done their research to create a superior universal vaporizer. In order to support the production of The
Guru an Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign has now been launched. This campaign will conclude on
February 20th. Funders will have a chance to get one of many available crowdfunding rewards. These
rewards included everything from a slick steel grinder card to the first Beta test production run units all
the way up to a free trip for the product release in Denver next this year.

About:

The Guru is a brand new all-in-one portable vaporizer which is compatible with all standard e-liquid,
wax and concentrate cartridges. Also including a superior pulse-width heating technology, The Guru
represents a superior personal vaporizer. There is a current Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign in
place in order to support the production of The Guru.
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